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My name is Julie D=Angelo Fellmeth.  I am the Administrative Director of the Center for Public
Interest Law (CPIL) at the University of San Diego School of Law.

CPIL has monitored the Board of Accountancy for twenty years.  For ten years, we=ve watched the
CPA profession try to get parts of the Uniform Accountancy Act (UAA) enacted in California. 
Every attempt has failed.

Ten years ago, the profession=s attempt (SB 869BBoatwright) failed due to Wilson administration
opposition.  Five years ago, the Joint Legislative Sunset Review Committee thoroughly scrutinized
the UAA proposal and decided it had not been adequately studied; thus, the Legislature passed SB
1077 (Greene) (Chapter 1137, Statutes of 1996), requiring the Board to study its education and
experience requirements for CPA licensure.  That study has been done and, in spite of the fact that
it does not support enactment of the UAA, the profession is trying again.  Today, the Davis
administration=s Department of Consumer Affairs has very serious concerns about this bill.

As you know, the bill would make several changes to existing licensing requirements for CPAs:

1. It would make the Uniform CPA ExamCwhich currently has a 13% pass rate in California,
one of the lowest pass rates on any occupational licensing exam administered in
CaliforniaCeven harder to pass than it already is.

2. It would require CPA candidates to complete 150 hours of college-level educationCthe
equivalent of a master=s degreeCincluding at least 30 new units for which there is no
specified curriculum (i.e., they must be taken, but can be totally unrelated to accounting or
auditing, so they have no nexus to CPA competence).  The proponents want this despite a
study commissioned by the Board itself which found Ano relationship between the number
of semester units taken and performance on any section of the CPA examination,@ and
despite indications from the CPA profession itself that the 150-hour requirement has had
Adiscernible and measurable consequences for minority students@ (see attached).

3. The bill would change the experience requirements for CPA licensure, including the
wholesale elimination of all required experience in the Aattest@ (audit) functionCthe only
accounting task for which the CPA license is actually required.



4. The bill would limit the Aattest@ function to CPAs who work in firms that undergo Apeer
review@Cyet the bill makes no attempt to set standards for that peer review, identify who
would do it, or deal with its costs, which are potentially substantial and may price small firms
and sole practitioners out of the audit market.

In sum, the UAA significantly increases the number of hours of education (but not the
relevance of that education) required for CPA licensure; it dramatically decreases the amount and
quality of relevant experience required for licensure; and it makes passage of the Uniform CPA
Exam much more difficult than it already is.

In CPIL=s view, the effect of the UAA will be to:

$ limit the supply of CPAs (in fact, nationwide, the number of people taking the CPA
exam for the first time fell 40% between 1992 and 1998, as this 150-hour rule began
to take effect across the country),

$ limit entrance into this profession by low-income people (especially minorities who
may not be able to afford the added costs of an extra year of possibly irrelevant
education),

$ restrict competition, and

$ artificially enhance the rates that can be charged for accountancy services by those
already licensed Cwhich we as consumers of CPA services must bear.

None of these proposals have been justified.  None of these enhance CPA competence, and none of
these benefit the consumer of CPA services.  CPIL opposes the UAA, and we urge your NO vote on
AB 585.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.


